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1 Introduction

This article includes supplementary material for the papers listed above. Section 2
describes the released dataset. Worked out examples and pseudocodes for computing
Krippendorff’s Alpha are presented in Section 3. Section 4 explains entailment in
detail. Section 5 mentions the relevant license agreement.Please address all queries to
any of the authors of the above papers.

2 Datasets

Segmentation annotations of theQ500, QG500, Q700, S300 andQRand datasets [1]
are contained in the accompanying folder named “Datasets”.All the data files are
released in JSON1 format (similar to XML) in order to allow easy interoperability
between the data and code. The naming convention used is〈datasetname〉 flat.json
for flat segmentation and〈datasetname〉 nested.jsonfor nested segmentation. Each of
the provided JSON files has got two keys – anitemand anannotation set. The items
indicate the number of queries or sentences in the given dataset. Theannotation set
is a JSON object where the key is a query or sentence and the value is a JSON object
consisting of up to ten annotations for the given key. Dataset details are summarized in
Table 1.

3 Computation of Krippendorff’s Alpha

In this section, we will work out the computation of Krippendorff’s α for the toy dataset
of two queries and their annotations as shown in Table 2. The first query has three an-
notations and the second has two annotations. The annotations refer to the boundary

1http://www.json.org/
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File name Content

Q500flat.json Flat segmentations forQ500 query set [1] by Turkers
Q500nested.json Nested segmentations forQ500 query set [1] by Turkers
QG500flat.json Flat segmentations forQ500 [1] by gold annotators
QG500nested.json Nested segmentations forQ500 [1] by gold annotators

Q700flat.json Flat segmentations forQ700 query set [1] by Turkers
Q700nested.json Nested segmentations forQ700 query set [1] by Turkers

S300flat.json Flat segmentations forS300 sentence set [1] by Turkers
S300nested.json Nested segmentations forS300 sentence set [1] by Turkers

U250 flat.json Flat segmentations of unigram model generated queries by Turkers
U250 nested.json Nested segmentations of unigram model generated queries by Turkers
B250 flat.json Flat segmentations of bigram model generated queries by Turkers
B250 nested.json Nest segmentations of bigram model generated queries by Turkers
T250 flat.json Flat segmentations of trigram model generated queries by Turkers
T250 nested.json Nested segmentations of trigram model generated queries by Turkers

Table 1: Dataset summary.

Query Annotation 1 Annotation 2 Annotation 3

major league baseball salary cap 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 1 0
wind beneath my wings sheet music 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 -

Table 2: Toy dataset of two queries used for the computing Krippendorff’sα.

values of nested segmentation computed as described by Ramanath et. al. [1]. Com-
putation ofα consists of the following three steps: (1) Computation of the variance
within the annotations of a selected query, (2) Computationof the variance between all
annotations in the dataset, and (3) Computation ofα.

3.1 Variance between annotations for one query

Let us take the first queryQ1, major league baseball salary cap. Here,
the number of words is five and thus the number of possible flat segments is four.
For every pair of annotations(Ai, Aj) represented as boundary variables, we find the
distanced2(Ai, Aj) as described in Section4.2 of Ramanath et. al. [1]. The distance
d1 can be computed similarly (steps to computed1 andd2 are provided in Algorithms 1
and 2). In our example,A1 = [1, 0, 2, 0], A2 = [0, 1, 0, 2] andA3 = [2, 0, 1, 0]. The
d2 values between the following annotation pairs are given below.

d2(A1, A2) = (|1− 0|+ |0− 1|+ |4− 0|+ |0− 4|)/4 = 2.5

d2(A1, A3) = (|1− 4|+ |0− 0|+ |4− 1|+ |0− 0|)/4 = 1.5

d2(A2, A3) = (|0− 4|+ |1− 0|+ |0− 1|+ |4− 0|)/4 = 2.5

Using these distance values, we can fill thewithin matrixM1 for Q1 as shown be-
low. A cell 〈i, j〉 of this matrix represents the distance between annotationsrepresented
by row i and columnj.
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Algorithm 1 Distance Metricd1
1: l← len(A)
2: sum← 0
3: for i = 0 to l − 1 do
4: sum← sum+ abs(A[i]−B[i])
5: end for
6: return sum

Algorithm 2 Distance Metricd2
1: l← len(A)
2: sum← 0
3: for i = 0 to l − 1 do
4: sum← sum+ abs(A[i]2 −B[i]2)
5: end for
6: return sum

A1 A2 A3

A1 0.00 2.50 1.50
A2 2.50 0.00 2.50
A3 1.50 2.50 0.00

Herec, the number of annotations for a query, is3. The sum of all values in matrix
M1, sum(M1) is 13. We define a quantitywithin sum query, computed for every
query, which is defined assum(M1)/(c ∗ (c − 1)). So, forQ1, within sum Q1 =
13/(3 ∗ 2) = 2.17.

For the second query,wind beneath my wings sheet music (Q2), the
number of words is six and the number of possible segments is five. The annotations
areA1 = [0, 1, 0, 2, 0] andA2 = [0, 2, 0, 1, 0].

d2(A1, A2) = (|0|+ | − 3|+ |0|+ |3|+ |0|)/5 = 1.2

Using these distance values, we can fill thewithin matrix M2 for Q2.

A1 A2

A1 0.00 1.20
A2 1.20 0.00

Here the value ofc is two. The sum of thewithin matrix is 2.4. Thus, here,
within sum Q2 = 1.2. We now need to add up thewithin sum query for every
query, givingwithin sum total, which, here is equal to2.17 + 1.2 = 3.37. The
variance within annotations of a query, over the entire dataset, is defined as

V ariance(within) = within sum total/(2 ∗ q)

whereq is the total number of queries. The value of this variance in this context is
thus3.37/(2 ∗ 2) = 0.84.
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Algorithm 3 withinV ariance(NDict)

1: global withinDict ⊲ Dictionary to store variance within annotations of a given
query

2: sum← 0
3: for query q in NDict do
4: segments← Ndict[q]
5: l← words(q) ⊲ Number of words inq
6: n← len(segments)
7: for i = 0 to n do
8: for j = 0 to i+ 1 do
9: A← segments[i]

10: B ← segments[j]
11: m[i, j]← d2(A,B)/(l − 1)
12: m[j, i]← m[i, j]
13: end for
14: end for
15: withinDict[q]← m
16: c← rows(m) ⊲ Number of rows inm
17: msum ← sum(m) ⊲ Sum all cells ofm
18: sum← sum+msum(c ∗ (c− 1))
19: end for
20: qlen ← len(withinDict)
21: return sum/(2 ∗ qlen)

Steps for computingV ariance(within) are formalized in Algorithm 3.NDict
is a dictionary containing all the queries in the dataset as keys and a list of boundary
values of the corresponding nested segmentation as values.

3.2 Variance over all annotations in a dataset

Similarly, the distance matrix is computed for all pairs of annotations across queries.
When the two queries are of the same length, the distance between their annotations can
be calculated in the same way as two annotations for the same query. The difference
occurs when queries are of different lengths, in which case we find the distance between
them as shown below. Let us considerA1 from Q1 (A11 = [1, 0, 2, 0]) andA1 from
Q2 (A21 = [0, 1, 0, 2, 0]). TheXi-s, as shown below, represent distinct configurations
of the annotations under consideration.

A21 = 0 1 0 2 0 (X1)
A11 = 1 0 2 0 (X2)
A11 = 1 0 2 0 (X3)

d2(X1, X2) = (|0− 1|+ |1− 0|+ |0− 4|+ |4− 0|)/4 = 2.5

d2(X1, X3) = (|0− 0|+ |0− 0|+ |0− 0|+ |0− 0|)/4 = 0

d2(A11, A21) = (2.5 + 0)/2 = 1.25
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Similarly, the remaining entries of the distance matrix between the annotations of
Q1 andQ2, say,M3, can be calculated. The completed matrixM3 is given below.

A11 A12 A13

A21 1.25 1.25 2.00
A22 2.00 2.00 1.25

The sum of the values inM3 is 9.75. We now construct a new matrix representing
the overall distance betweenQ1 andQ2, say,M4. The entries for the diagonal elements
are the corresponding sum of values of thewithin matrices.

Q1 Q2

Q1 13.0 9.75
Q2 9.75 2.40

The sum of the values inM4 is termed asbetween sum for Q1 andQ2, which
is 34.9 here. Let the total number of annotations in the dataset beqc. Here,qc =
3 + 2 = 5. We defineV ariance(between) as the variance between all annotations of
all queries in the dataset as below:

V ariance(between) = between sum/(2 ∗ qc ∗ (qc− 1))

The value ofV ariance(between) for our example is thus0.87. The algorithm for
computingV ariance(between) is presented in two parts (Algorithms 4 and 5).

3.3 Computation of alpha

Finally, Krippendorff’sα is defined as

α = 1− [V ariance(within)/V ariance(between)]

Using the above definition, we can compute its value to be1−(0.84/0.87) = 0.035.
The corresponding pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 6.

4 Entailment

In this section, we describe an equivalent definition ofentailment[2], presented by Al-
gorithm 7, which can be used to automatically detect whethera given nested segmen-
tation entailsa flat segmentation. Leti be the position corresponding to the highest
node of the nested segmentation tree. If positioni in the corresponding flat segmen-
tation does not have a boundary, but there is a boundary to theright or left of i, then
algorithm textitisEntail returnsFalse, signifying that the flat and nested segmentations
do not entail each other. On the contrary, if positioni in the flat segmentation does
indicate a boundary, we recurse by callingisEntail on the left and right subtrees of the
original nested segmentation tree (with the correspondingsplicedflat segmentations).
All segmentations of unit length entail each other, and hence, isEntail returnsTrue
for segmentations of unit length. This, in turn, serves as the base case for the above
recursion.
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Algorithm 4 between(Q1, Q2, NDict)

1: global betweenDict ⊲ Dictionary to store variance between the annotations of all
pairs of queries

2: l1 ← words(Q1) ⊲ Number of words inQ1

3: l2 ← words(Q2) ⊲ Number of words inQ2

4: if l1 = l2 then
5: s1 ← Ndict[Q1]
6: s2 ← Ndict[Q2]
7: ns1 ← len(s1)
8: ns2 ← len(s2)
9: for i = 0 to ns1 do

10: for j = 0 to ns2 do
11: m[i, j]← d2(s1[i], s2[j])/(l1 − 1)
12: end for
13: end for
14: else
15: lmin ← min(l1, l2)
16: if lmin = l1 then
17: fixed← Q1

18: move← Q2

19: else
20: fixed← Q2

21: move← Q1

22: end if
23: sf ← NDict[fixed]
24: sm ← NDict[move]
25: iter ← abs(l1 − l2)
26: nsf ← len(sf )
27: nsm ← len(sm)
28: for i = 0 to nsf do
29: for j = 0 to nsm do
30: cursum← 0
31: count← 0
32: for k = 0 to iter + 1 do
33: s← d2(sf [i], sm[j][k → k + q])/(lmin − 1)
34: cursum← cursum+ s
35: count← count+ 1
36: end for
37: m[i, j]← cursum/count
38: end for
39: end for
40: end if
41: betweenDict[Q1][Q2]← m
42: msum ← sum(m) ⊲ Sum all cells ofm
43: return msum
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Algorithm 5 betweenV ariance(NDict)

1: sum← 0
2: total← 0
3: for query q1 in NDict do
4: for query q2 in NDict do
5: pairvar ← between(q1, q2, NDict)
6: sum← sum+ pairvar
7: end for
8: end for
9: for query q1 in NDict do

10: total← total + len(NDict[q1])
11: end for
12: return sum/(2 ∗ total ∗ (total − 1))

Algorithm 6 alpha(NDict)

1: withinvar ← withinV ariance(NDict)
2: betweenvar ← betweenV ariance(NDict)
3: α← (1− (withinvar/betweenvar))
4: return α

Algorithm 7 isEntail(flat, nested)

1: if len(nested) ≤ 1 or len(flat) ≤ 1 then ⊲ flat, nested are lists containing
boundary values

2: return True
3: end if
4: h← largest(nested)
5: i← indexOf(h)
6: if flat[i] = 1 then
7: if not isEntail(flat[0 → i], nested[0 → i]) or not isEntail(flat[i + 1 →

len(flat)], nested[i+ 1→ len(nested)]) then
8: return False
9: else

10: return True
11: end if
12: else
13: while h 6= 0 do
14: nested[i]← −nested[i]
15: h← largest(nested)
16: i← indexOf(h)
17: if flat[i] = 1 then
18: return False
19: end if
20: end while
21: return True
22: end if
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5 Dataset License

This section mentions the license associated with the use ofthe accompanying dataset
(Section 2). Use of this freely available dataset implies that the researcher has read and
agreed to the terms and conditions of Microsoft Research’s End User License Agree-
ment (MSR-EULA). The MSR-EULA is made available along with the dataset and this
document. When using the dataset, please cite either (or both) of the two papers listed
at the beginning, depending on the relevance to your work.
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